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sensitiveness to suffering, and brought from his
evolutionary studies a certain mthlessness;   arguing
from   the   phrase   * the   survival   of   the   fittest',   he
denounced all forms of State aid to the distressed, all
poor relief, in fact, all of the organized charity which we
now call social reform.    There is thus a savagery in the
Spencerian individualism which was  absent in  Mill's
gentler discipline.     Lastly, we must add to all these
ingredients a curious belief in the organic nature of
society,   and   a   hopeless   determination   to   combine
Natural Right with the Social Organism.   But Natural
Rights imply some form of social contract, and social
contract can ill be fitted into a Social Organism. Spencer
was constantly reiterating his statement that society is
a natural growth, not made with hands :   and as con-
stantly building it up on a basis of unrelated, purposive,
self-determining individuals.    His primitive man bears
a distinct resemblance to the savage of the Hobbesiaa
fiction ;  but his commonwealth is of an exactly opposite
nature.    For while the Hobbesian contract was a com-
plete  abdication  of rights in  order  to  maintain the
possibility of security, Spencer's men were most shrewdly
covetous of rights, and conceded only the minimum to
Leviathan,   Hobbes gloried in Leviathan's omnipotence:
Spencer wished and believed that the monster, for the
moment a necessary nuisance, would in time be got rid
of altogether.    A queer farrago is the social theory of
Herbert Spencer.
* The real strength of Spencer's creed lay in his theory
of individuation/ His study of biology had impressed
upon him the evolution of organisms from a simple
integration to a complex individuation : that is to say,
life, as it develops, is constantly throwing off fresh
forms of activity and evolving from a dull similarity
to a startling difference. One jelly fish is very like

